
THE VISUAL BIBLE: MATTHEW is a September, 2017 dvd 

donation to the Hugh Stouppe Memorial Library of the 

Heritage United Methodist Church of Ligonier, Pennsylvania. 

Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film. 
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Charles Robertson 

 

8 of a possible 20 points                              ** of a possible ***** 

 

Key: *indicates an outstanding technical achievement or 

performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points: 

0            Direction: Regardt van den Bergh 

0            Editing: Chuck Bush, Ronelle Loots, Uta Frey, 

                         Dee Liebenberg 

1            Cinematography: Michael Ferris, Tobie Swanepoel 

1            Lighting 

1            Screenplay: Johann Potgieter 

1            Music: Sue Grealy 

1            Production Design: Llewellyn Alberts,  

                                Richard Fernandez, Bruce Rodnick 



               Set Decoration: Hadj Lahcen Kahia, Carsten Rasch 

               Scenic Painting: Alex Dodge, Nick Du Preez 

               Costume Design: Diana Cilliers 

               Makeup: Cynthia Bachman Brown, Colin Polson, 

                                 Anita van der Merwe 

                Props: Leon van der Merwe, Miloud El Kanaoui, 

                             Suzannah Green, Fred Du Preez, 

                             Lou Valentini 

2             Sound 

               Sound Supervisor: Geoff Tucker 

               Sound Editor: Nicky De Beer 

               Sound Effects: Barry Donnelly, Marinda Joubert, 

                                           Lucinda Slingsby 

               Dialogue Editors: Julie Vandenberg, Karen Warnock 

               Sound Recordist: Craig Tarling 

               Recording Engineer: Richard Mitchell 

               Sound Mixing: Simon Rice, Mary Jo Devenney 

               Sound Remixing: Mark Phillips 

               Casting: Ahmed Afaadas, Cathy Henderson,  

                               Barbara Sutton, Jane Warren 

1             Acting 

0             Creativity 

8 total points 

Cast: Richard Kiley* (Old Matthew), Bruce Marchiano (Jesus), 

Gerrit Schoonhoven (Peter), Dawid Minnaar (Judas),  



Kevin Smith (John, the Beloved Disciple),  

Matthew Dylan Roberts (Young Matthew), Hannes Muller 

(Andrew), Charlton George (James), Ivan Lucas (Phillip), 

Jacques De Klerk (Bartholomew), Sean Cameron Michael 

(Thomas), Tony Joubert (James Alphaeus), Darryl Fuchs 

(Simon the Zealot), Jonathan Pienaar (Thaddeus),  

Patrick Mynhardt (Herod Senior), Chris Tuter (Herod Junior), 

Joanna Weinberg (Mary), Tony Caprari (Joseph), 

Marcel van Heerdan* (John the Baptist), Gordon Van Rooyen 

(Caiaphas), Brian O’Shaughnessy* (Pontius Pilate), Pippa Duffy 

(Mary Magdalene), Dominique Newman (Young Woman), 

David Müller (Pharisee), Royston Stoffels (Servant Owner), 

Denise Newman (Canaanite Woman), Keith Grenville* 

(Centurion), Dawie Maritz, Goliath Davids, Cedwyn Joel 

(Pharisees), Andre Roothman (Disciple), Maria Zak (j) and 

Sasha Zak (j) (Babylon children), others 

 

     An attempt to capture visual embodiments of stories from 

Matthew’s Gospel, The Visual Bible: Matthew suffers from a 

variety of shortcomings and miscalculations. With a Jesus 

alternating between rabid exhorter and amiable traveling 

companion and a screenplay dedicated to preserving intact all  

words of the Book of Matthew, the movie seems afflicted 

with a severe case of split personality. On the one hand, it 

offers torments of Hell to anyone who chooses not to accept 



the unique offer of soul salvation through Jesus and on the 

other it asserts Jesus is doing and teaching nothing beyond 

what is already declared as truth in the canonical Old 

Testament. If the former is true, then Moses, Abraham, and 

all patriarchal Jews are permanently condemned, through no 

fault of their own, to estrangement from God and endless 

punishment in flames. If the latter is the case, it’s unclear how 

Jesus can justify claiming to be the sole source of salvation for 

all humanity. Within this overarching contradiction are 

enfolded a number of smaller ones, all of which are merely 

reported without comment as if documentary reconstruction. 

By failing to take any position on merits or defects of these, 

The Visual Bible: Matthew leaves viewers spiritually 

bewildered. Presumably that was not the filmmakers’ intent. 

     Events depicted are arranged in chronological order 

following the original Gospel narrative. Supernatural elements 

are explicitly omitted from view, offending no one, yet 

compromising Matthew’s own sensibilities. Are those 

watching situations develop supposed to identify with 

narrator Matthew or not? If so, then shouldn’t his point of 

view be clearly stated? 

     The director is inclined to cast Jesus as a rebel lashing out 

at abuses of authority by priests and teachers of Mosaic law 

who preaches simultaneously submission to civil government 

represented by Rome and its military enforcement apparatus. 



Since that secular group has no sway over individual 

relationships with God or their absences, it’s left untouched 

by condemnation. Indeed, mollifying Romans extends to 

granting requests for healing more readily to them than to 

other groups of Gentiles. Why? No answer is even tentatively 

suggested. 

     Aside from actor Bruce Marchiano occasionally muffing 

lines, his highly sensual portrayal cuts across the grain of 

audience expectation, making Jesus appear cheerfully 

sybaritic. Of course, trial and Crucifixion episodes undermine 

that characterization. Still, a notion of Jesus as bon vivant and 

earthy showoff in the manner of a second David runs 

throughout much of the movie. It is not easily eradicated. 

     Other cast members subvert close-ups by flashing grins at 

serious moments or, on the part of some children, gazing in 

the wrong direction when the captured in focus.  

     Music is used to set scenes, add unnecessary accenting to 

innately incendiary sermonizing and intensify drama in 

passages devoid of personal comments. For those reasons it’s 

frequently misplaced. Or simply supercargo rather than 

enrichingly atmospheric or subtly foreshadowing. In fact, it is 

anything but discreetly employed. 

     Costuming is appropriate in tailoring but much too fresh-

looking to pass for anyone’s mundane first century Common 

Era habiliment. Too many faces also lack wear, showing no 



signs of weathering despite being mostly exposed outdoors 

during daylight hours. 

     Lighting is sharply variable, with slow motion sequences a 

blurry mess significantly disruptive of pacing. Keeping Jesus 

and disciples in constant motion may be more concession to 

modern taste in action drama than realistic simulation of 

ancient teaching practices. Greeks had peripatetic instructors 

operating mostly either inside covered structures or along 

porch passages. Rabbinical custom placed interpreters of the 

Law inside synagogues or temples. While upstarts such as 

John the Baptist and Jesus favored outdoor ministry, neither 

travelled indiscriminately or gave indications of hyperactivity. 

Any revelation of undue restlessness would probably have 

been interpreted in those days of Jesus as devilishly inspired, 

a kind of infernal possession. 

     On the other hand, healings are treated respectfully, albeit 

following a predictable pattern. The command to not inform 

others of miracle cures, often given by Jesus, is just as 

frequently ignored. Was that injunction a deliberate 

application of negative psychology? Or only a caution to 

forestall probable excommunication of his beneficiaries from 

local synagogues by upstaged rabbis? 

      Dramatically, the key problem of the film is lack of true 

antagonism. Jesus castigates Sadducees and Pharisees 

verbally while kissing, hugging and extending a hand of 



friendship to them, his actions at war with his words. Aside 

from perplexing followers, such a paradox might well have 

disposed hearers to distrust the speaker’s intentions. This 

would not have inspired trust or repentance. 

     Since every recorded event and word spoken by Jesus in 

Matthew is incorporated into the script, The Visual Bible: 

Matthew cannot be faulted for omission. Rather, it piles on a 

bit too much. Every logical inconsistency is exhibited as well 

as each conformity. 

     Storm scenes vitiated by obvious studio stagings drain 

away passion and empathy at key moments. So does heavy 

dependence on inexperienced local actors. Better fusion of 

backgrounds and characters can be found in Pier Paolo 

Pasolini’s Il Vangelo Secondo Matteo (The Gospel According to 

St. Matthew) from 1964. That film sagely edits text while 

maintaining its exclusive origin in the original account. A far 

shorter running time of one hundred forty-two minutes 

compresses the same material for greater impact. True, the     

earlier Italian film was shot in black-and-white, but  

fluctuations in color definition of the more recent African 

version do not represent any kind of improvement in either 

lighting or contrast. With a score borrowing generously from 

Bach, Mozart, Prokofiev, Webern, and spirituals, Pasolini’s 

film is musically far superior as well. 



     The 1993 version of the life and teachings of Jesus does 

incorporate some effectively remarkable acting, namely in bit 

roles. Marcel van Heerden as prototype Back-to-Nature 

enthusiast John the Baptist, Brian O’Shaughnessy’s recreation 

of imperious, stoic Pontius Pilate, and Keith Grenville’s Roman 

centurion humbled by divine affliction of a favorite household 

servant are all estimably accomplished performances. 

     Also noteworthy is Richard Kiley’s turn as the elder, 

grandfatherly Matthew playfully instilling religious tradition in 

both grandson and assorted listeners. 

     Editing by quartet might be unique. It is also inept, failing 

to camouflage prior cuttings and telefilm miniseries 

commercial breaks. Making matters even worse, the splicing 

also replicates every jarring jump in Matthew’s narrative. 

Transitional scenes or interpolated narration would have been 

helpful in numerous spots. 

     Certain sequences either use faded stock footage or were 

shot with especially poor lighting contrast. Otherwise, 

cinematography is kinetic but character-focused, privileging 

people over backgrounds. Location shooting in Africa supplies 

only approximations of actual Middle Eastern settings where 

the action first occurred centuries ago. 

     Overall, the movie adds nothing to previous productions of 

the same story. For this and reasons cited above, Pasolini’s 



version is still the standard by which all others must be judged 

and has to be recommended as a preferred substitute. 

     Due to very adult themes and violence, The Visual Bible: 

Matthew is suited only to adult audiences. Its only bonus 

features are an isolated music soundtrack with twelve cues, 

six on the first disc and six on the second for a total of about 

thirty-six minutes running time and single-paragraph 

biographies of six characters featured in the movie. 

  


